Customer views regarding
ParagraphPro?

The law case application for authorities and law firms

Your application for faster and more
efficient legal case management

”Everybody have access to
earlier cases, which increases
knowledge and efficiency”

ParagraphPro is specially designed for authorities, law firms and other
organizations that are working with legal and contentious cases. Information
that used to take hours or days to locate, cross relate and compile is now just a
click away. Facts around legal cases can be found quickly and simple on your
conditions

Some examples of functionality in ParagraphPro
Journal Notes/Diary Full support for a complete Journal/Diary per legal case.
Unlimited number of events can be added to a specific case.
Document Management The word processor application Microsoft Word
works as an integrated part of ParagrahPro. Documents can be attached, edited and
saved as part of a new or existing Journal Note. Bookmarks can be added as a part of a
word template that ultimately can receive information from a particular legal case in
ParagraphPro. Examples of bookmarks are: Case/Registration number, client
information, official, administrator information etc.
Surveillance Functionality Supports preferable number of surveillance dates
for a specific legal case. These dates can be supervised and managed through both
search functions and detailed reporting.
Advanced Query functions/Selection A query function where the
constructs a personal query to retrieve information from several sources. The Query
result is presented in a list that can be exported to Microsoft Excel for further work,
through just a simple click on your menu bar. The query can be edited and saved for
later use. From the query result one can also create a source document, which can be
used to print address labels in Microsoft Word. From the query result one can also
directly open a specific legal case or Journal item.
Possibilities for Integration ParagraphPro contain possibilities to extend the
functionality towards other Microsoft Office products, Scanning, financial systems,
billing systems or time accounting systems. Customization has already taken place
regarding support for electronically timesheets serving as input for larger financial
applications.
Keywords/Search Word Full support to create a repository of
keywords/search words that can be attach to a specific case. This dramatically increases
the traceability of all legal cases and their activities.
Customization The user can customize the user interface all by him/herself for
specific preferences. This applies to text descriptions and the ability to hide input fields
on the form.
Reporting Full support for a number of predefined reports with print output to
Microsoft Word, which enables functionality like export to email and other Microsoft
Office products.
Domain Specialists Full support to create a register containing domain
specialists which can be attached and cross related to a specific case or activity.
General Address information Full support to create a register containing
address information, email, phone numbers etc. This does not need to be directly
associated with a specific legal case. An example of this is for instance address
information about various courts.
Address and email register in Microsoft Word The ParagraphPro
database has full support to supply Microsoft Word with address information and paste
it into a document. In addition to that there is also functionality to supply email
addresses and send the document attached to a email.

”All our users are constantly using the
application. In the application we have
functionality for legal cases, Word
processing, email and connections to
our billing system. Finalized cases did
historically end up in the bookshelf,
anonyms for many other associates.
These days everybody has access to
old cases, which gives knowledge and
efficiency starting new initiatives. We
no longer have to look in old files or
binders or spend valuable time
locating the right background
information. In addition to this we can
step in and take over cases between
each other, which is very smooth. We
are very satisfied with ParagraphPro.”
Ingalill Brandt
IT – Director LO-TCO Rättsskydd
(50 Concurrent users within LOTCO are running Paragraphpro
today)

”ParagraphPro is well tailored
for our business needs”
”The biggest advantage with
ParagraphPro is that it helps us to
more efficiently carry out our work.
We are a small government
organization, which have demands, to
fast and efficient, and correctly being
able to respond to public and media
requests. ParagraphPro enables us with
faster and easier access to information
in Legal Cases compared to how we
used to work and can ultimately
conduct better external services. We
spend a lot of time previously locating
acts and binders. Nowadays most
things are available just a ”click
away”. The other big advantage is that
the application is tailored to our legal
business needs. Besides this the good
news is that ParagraphPro can be
developed further as our business
requirements are changing.
Agnetha Gustavsson
IT – Director, JämO (30
Concurrent users within JÄMO are
running Paragraphpro today)

Examples of customizations
Trainee Course Database Full support to store various courses with course
materials constructed in Microsoft Word and Microsoft PowerPoint.
Verdict Register Separate register to store and search verdicts.

This is how you work with ParagraphPro

With this ease you
conduct your daily work
with ParagraphPro!
1

The Legal Case form.
Here you’ll find all basic data
around a specific case. For
instance: info regarding
clients, opponents,
description and type of case.

2 Journal/Diary.
Registration of different
Events regarding a Legal Case. In addition to this one can also register time for
the billing process. To a specific Journal notation there is a feature to connect
Microsoft Word document or scan a document.
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Address and email in Word.
Surveillance
The ParagraphPro database has full support Supports preferable number of
to supply Microsoft Word with address
surveillance dates for a specific legal
information and paste it into a document. In
case. These dates can be supervised
addition to that there is also functionality to
and managed through both search
supply email addresses, and send the
functions and detailed reporting.
document attached to an email.
DatabaseManagement Documentdatabase
system
Clients with ParagraphPro and MS Office
Printing

For further questions or information:
Please contact us for a more extensive description or
demo.
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Query-form.
Create your own query to the database.
Preferable preferences what is to be
shown in the result list and in which sortorder. Query’s can be saved and edited for
later use. The output from the query can
be directly rerouted to Microsoft Excel.

Technical Environment:
ParagraphPro is developed in MS
Visual Basic 6.0. The application is a 3
tier client server solution with MS
Transaction Server as management
transaction system.. Customer running
ParagraphPro today uses either Oracle
or Microsoft SQL-Server as the
database. ParagraphPro is fully
integrated with MS Word, MS Excel and
MS PowerPoint
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